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SOUTHERN FRANCE BY RIVER BOAT
The next part of our trip is a river cruise
from central to Southern France on the
Rhone. We leave Paris on the TGV (Train
a Grande Vitesse) or high speed train to
Dijon, chief town in Burgundy. The TGV
rides very smoothly and it is hard to
believe we are travelling at 300 kph.
We then bus from Dijon to Chalon, where
we board our boat, where unfortunately
it stays. Snow melt from the Alps, plus
recent heavy rain, has raised the water
levels too high so that the boat can’t pass
under the bridge out of Chalon. We visit
all the destinations on our itinerary, but
by bus, which is far less interesting. A
couple of months later we might have been able to proceed but over the bridges, not under them.
Dijon
Dijon is a pretty town with an ancient history as confirmed
by the Roman Arch that leads you to many historic and
beautiful medieval buildings. We head first to seal our luck in
the Old Town by following the signs embedded in the
pavement, and then flattening our palms on
a little brass plaque of a chouette or owl, the
mascot of Dijon. Fortunately Catherine
made it: the consequences of being too
short to reach it were not revealed to us.
Duty done, we return to the town square where are old half-timbered buildings, a carousel (we saw
many in France) and a statue of a boy treading grapes. We
walked through the Ducal Palace, now the City Hall, and the
old church of Notre Dame, and a smaller parish church. We
didn’t get to see the Cathedral or many other buildings
because we had to be on our way.
NB: in all towns and cities we saw, the finest buildings were
usually major churches or cathedrals. Making a point of
seeing them provided a focus for sightseeing but beautiful as
they almost always are, we later had difficulty in
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remembering which was which from where. There were many religious buildings of one sort or
another, which bespoke a level of religiosity that the French Revolution dampened considerably.
Walking the street, we notice something we‘d also seen in Paris: dark looking people camping on the
footpath with dogs and cats. They are gypsies mainly from Romania, we are told. Illegally here, they
don’t qualify for welfare so they beg, steal and hustle for money. The animals are doped so they lie
quietly and tamely and are meant to evoke pity or cuteness induced
generosity, or they try to sell them. I take a photo of a nice little cat;
the owner quickly moves out of camera range; perhaps I am a
heavily disguised cop. Later, from a window outside the local
McDonalds loo I see a couple of police interviewing another couple,
minutes later they pack up. NB: France is poor in public toilets, let
alone free ones, so as in the USA you head for McDonalds, not to ingest but rather the opposite.
Dijon, the chief town of Burgundy, is famous for mustard amongst other comestibles. We wait in a
pleasant park containing a monument to a 19th century hydraulic engineer who designed a water
system for the town. There we board a bus to take us to Chalon-sur-Saone.
Chalon-sur-Saone
At Chalon our long boat the Emerald is waiting. And
waiting and waiting. Thanks to the flood we our boat
becomes a hotel and we get to our destinations by bus,
Meantime we find Chalon a pleasant town, the town
square, with church and the weird lampposts, the
cenotaph memorial, and through the old quarter back
to the ship, the esplanade lined with those trees with
that Louis XIV haircut.
Perhaps the most interesting thing in Chalon is the museum for Nicephore Niepce
who was born in Chalon and in the 1820s invented photography, roughly as we
knew it until recently: that is, light producing chemical changes on a plate or film.
His plates were pewter coated with bitumen that took 8 hours of direct sunlight to
form an image. He later teamed up with Louis
Daguerre using a lavender oil distillate, but Niepce
died in 1833 and Daguerre moved on to use a mercury based process
which he modestly called the daguerreotype: depending on the angle
you viewed it could be seen in negative or in positive. By the late
1800s the silver iodide process had evolved resulting in much faster
and better photos, which lasted until the 1980s but were phased out
as digital photography developed. The Niepce Museum in Chalon is about the history of
photography in honour of Niepce.
Beaune
On the way to Beaune we pass by farm houses, brilliant yellow fields of rape or canola that in two
months will be replaced by the identical yellow of mustard.
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Then signposts spell put some of the magic names: Puligny-Montrachet,
Gevrey-Chambertin, Pommard, Meursault, Chambollle-Musigny, names that
make oenophiles fall reverently onto their knees. We stop at the village of
Puligny-Montrachet decorated by a monument to the chief workers at
winemaking. Here is a helpful sign which our knowledgeable guide explains: it
illustrate how different Australian and French wine making techniques are.
We differentiate wines according to area and grape type. The French hold
grape type constant within areas and differentiate wines by the
untranslatable word terroir, which incorporates into one word those things
that differentiate wines from a region: the soil quality of the particular plot of
land on which the grapes are grown, the micro climate on that plot that varies
according to sunshine and rainfall, anyone one of which can vary on the
same vineyard, and the skill of the maker. There are only two grapes in
Burgundy: chardonnay for whites and pinot noir for reds, with gamay in
the Beaujolais area further south. Differences between wines then are not
grape variety but soil, climate, slope and human skill. The wines are
ranked: Grand Cru, the very best; Premier Cru, which are still extremely
good and characteristic of their terroir; Villages, which are wines from a
village rather than a single plot; and district, in this case Burgundy, which
are simply any wines from Burgundy with no pedigree and are priced
accordingly.
In Beaune, a local wine merchant gives us a lecture on the local crus and a wine tasting: reds, a
premier cru and a villages, and a white. The premier cru is deep and satisfying, the villages pleasant
enough, the white fresh and dry compared to the chardonnays we are used to. I am surprised they
taste the reds first, but they explain that their whites cleanse the palate.
Beaune is a lovely little town, famous for being the centre of the wine district of the same name, and
for the Hospice de Beaune, a hospital for the poor run by a religious order. It was built by a very rich
man Nicholas Rolin, whose career was marked by hardheaded calculation that won him considerable wealth but
few friends. As French king Louis XI remarked it was
appropriate that as he had made so many people very poor,
he should provide for at least a few of them. No doubt
Nicholas also thought he also might lessen his stay in
Purgatory for fewer days. And provide he did. The outside is
imposing
but
not
particularly beautiful but
entering the open courtyard is stunning, especially with the
varnished Burgundian roofs. The poor and ill lived in the Salle de
Povres, beds lining the sides, two to a bed, and meals provided on
tables in the centre. On the wall is a statue of the suffering Christ
to remind them that, whatever their pain, His was much more. At
the end of the hall is the all-important chapel. Nuns tended the
bed ridden and a constant watch from high in the wall did for an emergency bell.
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We are taken through several other rooms where nuns distil their potions, cook, and do other nunly
duties. There is a room displaying van Eyck’s Last Judgement, which is painted behind an original
triptych which unfolds thus. Another painting is of a horse that had had an accident and lost part of a
leg. The owner was so upset Jesus took pity on him and restored the leg. The man thought he’d have
a go at this healing caper and cut it off again – but Jesus was angry with him for being such a fool and
thus the horse remained three-quarter legged. We visit the cathedral and pass a nice rivulet on the
way back to the bus.
Truffles and a Chateau
Our bus takes us to a family-run truffle farm. On the way we pass some lovely pastoral scenes in
what was in medieval times dense forest, through which pilgrims had to find their way in order to
reach their destination. Many pilgrims lost their way and tried to get their bearings by climbing
trees, which reduced the life expectancy of pilgrims so this church with an extra high tower was
built.
This Chateau we were told produced the first chardonnay wines in France. A quick fact check on
Google indicated that this was almost certainly not so.
But now for truffles. There are three types: alba from Italy,
which cannot be cultivated and is the most expensive;
Perigord, black and strong; and Burgundy, black and milder. I
think Tasmanian truffles are the Perigord variety. The farmer
gives us his truffles blended butter on toast: a mild perfumy
taste, not like eating mud as expected. A light and fresh
chardonnay went well with it. We then taste some saffron
crème dessert, which again is a pleasant tasting surprise, again
perfumed and flowery. The saffron we knew is all colour and no
taste; we are told this is because the saffron you buy in the supermarket is the whole pistil, whereas
the tasty and most expensive bit is only the tip.
Oliver the farmer and his truffler Chinook take us to his truffle farm. He has
planted dark and
light oak, ash, hazelnut,
the kind of tree
makes no difference to
the truffle. He
puts spores on the
roots of trees and
6-8 years later Chinook
gets to work. He is
trained to smell and paw the truffle, but unlike
the traditional pig trufflers, dogs do not eat the truffles. Above are the three phases of Chinook’s
work.
Thence through rolling countryside to Chateau Cormatin, where we
learn a great deal about 17th century French sociology. We tend to
translate chateau as castle, but by the 17th century a chateau was built
not for defence but for making a statement, its luxuriousness
proclaiming one’s importance. The Marquis Anton de Ble thought
himself very important indeed for the Chateau Cormatin is built
according to what he thought his opplace was in the scheme of things,
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the inappropriately huge staircase being a major status symbol.
The Marquis married only in order to produce at least one male child; that beastly business being
over they lived their separate lives in two wings of the Chateau. He had
a waiting room, important people waiting 5 mins, less important up to
5 hrs. Visitors then go to his study, I suppose you would call it. The wall
decorations suggest the sort of things he is studying.
Her Ladyship’s waiting room is in a different wing to the Marquis’, with
similar waiting rules according to rank. The most important people
apart from servants would be admitted to her sitting room, and
sometimes to her Chamber, off which was her boudoir to which no men were admitted, except the
Marquis when he got randy of a night and crept along a connecting corridor. Her Ladyship’s
Chamber literally contained one, into which she relieved herself of a morning, servants inspecting it
for a statement on her health. So that, our leering guide told us, was the original of the question,
same in England as in French, “How do you do?”
This room in the Marquis’ wing contains exotic objects, a turtle’s shell, birds, weapons, Chinoiserie
and the like, that would provide conversation pieces for guests. He didn’t travel, so he collected
objects from abroad instead. The master’s bedroom has the sort of décor that might assist him in his
dreams. The kitchen has a working rotisserie, and a hot plate on which stood a large pot that
contained whatever was left over from the main meal and
was for guests who were held up and couldn’t make the
meal proper. Hence was derived the term we still use: pot
luck. The next wing had a spare bedroom that a later owner
reserved for notables especially opera singers, including
Jenny Lind and Nellie Melba.
The chateau has a wonderful French garden, consisting of
abusively disciplined trees, and a little folly from the top of
which one can admire the garden from a height, and which
contains entrapped birds and rabbits.
Beaujolais and Macon
My preconception of Beaujolais wine was of lolly water, reinforced by the strange phenomenon of
Beauolais Nouveau, where days after vintage wines are flown to the rest
of the world at great expense. The great film and novel Clochemerle
didn’t help that image, where the new vintage flowed in a fountain like
coloured water. The grape is gamay; we grow a little here but what I
have tasted is light and forgettable.
But not in Beaujolais. Terroir again, which brings variety and complexity.
This map suggests something of the differences in terroir. The gamay
grapes are handpicked and placed in a vat where the weight of grapes
presses a free run of juice which is collected and becomes the dreaded
nouveau. The rest is pressed and fermented for up to 20 days. Quality
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Beaujolais comes from many villages each with different characteristics, such as Morgon, Julienas, St
Amour, and Moulin a Vent, which we visited. If the label says Beaujolais Village the wine comes from
lesser villages and is accordingly cheaper. Just plain Beaujolais on
the label belongs to the light and forgettable class.
The Moulin a Vent vigneron showed us through his cellars where
barrels upon barrels were waiting their turn to be eventually
turned into water of the highest quality. Passing through some
more hilly Beaujolais country we visit an extinct volcano which
loomed about the Pouilly-Fuisse vineyards, the granite giving the wine its so-called hard flinty taste
that would cost you big, which is why I pass on that factoid about flintiness second hand.
Afternoon in Macon, where we land on a fine new esplanade. The river is high but not as high as it
has been previously, as the flood sign says. On the waterfront is a statue of
Macon’s favourite son, Alphonse de Lamartine, poet and politician (a not
uncommon French combination, but a very uncommon Australian one). Macon is a
pretty town, a food and wine centre (a characteristic of
virtually every town we visit) – but so is Hobart, come to
think of it. We pass the so-called wooden house; in the 15th
century it was the HQ of the Brothers of Iniquity who got
up to all sorts of naughty things, so naughty they were outlawed. After
which the house became more respectable; it operated as a brothel for
many years. Today it is a quaint tourist attraction.
We pass the twin towers of the once splendid Cathedral of St Vincent, but like Cluny Abbey it was
part destroyed following the anticlericalism on the French Revolution. Up the hill is a new cathedral
of St Vincent, supposedly built along the lines of the Madelaine in Paris on the orders of Napoleon,
but only approximately it would appear. Outside is appropriately a war memorial. We walk to the
city Square containing the splendid 19th church of St Pierre, a French Romanesque version of
Victorian Gothic, and its famous organ. But back to the ship, Maconnaise wines untouched.
The alternative to visiting Macon was visiting Cluny Monastery of St Peter to the south of Macon.
This was built over several centuries up to the 1200s to become a major centre in the Christian
world, with Clunaic orders in several countries. But with only
60 monks in this huge place it became too expensive to
maintain and gradually decayed. Post Revolution fervour
destroyed it in the late 1700s, Napoleon I completing the job
by selling it as a quarry for stones that were used for
rebuilding the village of Cluny. Only one tower, on the south
transept, of the original eight, remains and that very
impressive in itself; imagine seven towers more of equal size and the massive body of an abbey and
church to match. No wonder the 7/8ths of its stonework rebuilt a whole village.
Lyon
Lyon, as the second city in France after Paris, has to have a Notre Dame and a replica Eiffel tower.
But whereas Paris has only one river, the Seine, Lyon has two, the Saone and the Rhone; on the
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southern edge of Lyon the Saone empties into the Rhone. The Old Town, touristville, is on the right
bank of the Saone, the Presqu’Ile is in between and is the main business district, while on the left
and remaining side of the Rhone is more Lyon. It is a big place.
We berth on the Saone next to the Old Town, a bus takes us past a
Roman temple and amphitheatre still in good condition, to the
Fouviere Hill which dramatically looms over Lyon. Here is perched the
exceedingly splendid Notre Dame, which is 19th century Gothic Plus,
and Eiffel Tower II.
Our guide walks us along the river bank where we see some interesting
buildings, a few with enthusiastic murals. But the most interesting part
is walking through the old city along Rue S. Jean, noting the array of
wonderful food shops for which Lyons is famous: sweets, ice-cream,
specialist Lyonnaise biscuits, macaroons and cakes, and rows upon rows of
restaurants spilling out onto the street wherever there is room. Our guide
takes us through the traboules (meaning passing through), the dim dark
passages that link building to building. People still live in these surprising
inner courtyards rising up 4 or so stories. As in ancient Rome in the absence
of lifts, the poor lived in the top floors with undecorated ceilings and the
rich on the lower with nice ceilings. We end up in the Square where is the
imposing cathedral of St Jean, a splendid pile of real medieval Gothic.
Everywhere you turn, there are wonderful old and mysterious buildings,
two hours is definitely not enough.
Lunchtime and we are advised to try Lyonnaise specials, their sausage being one. Sad to say we are
disappointed: another very ordinary onion soup and a Lyon sausage which was like a thick slab of
Belgium with mashed potatoes. I later learn that there are oodles of different types of Lyonnaise
sausage.
Swollen with a Lyonnaise version of soss and mash, we return to the wharf to board the bus for the
hour long ride along the now familiar road to Chalon for the last time.
Our sister ship Sapphire being stuck at Lyon with a payload of
passengers due to go to Chalon, while we are at Chalonstuck in the
Emerald. We swap boats. Back to Lyon again. We have a couple of free
hours before sailing but unfortunately it’s our first rainy day. We walk
around the Presqu’Isle to Place Bellecourt, a large square with an
impressive statue of Louis XIV dressed as a Roman emperor. A brass and drum band of students play
energetically and that’s about it; we board the Sapphire, a later model than Emerald, giving us more
room in our cabin.
Sailing south, we pass the confluence of the two rivers; close
by is a museum that might have been designed for Star
Wars. On the last couple of metres of Presqu’isle a young
family are photographing their children.
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We enter the Cotes de Rhone.

COTES DE RHONE
Tournon
Our first stop is at Tournon, a town of 9,000 and the gateway to the subregion Cote-Rotie, or the
roasted slopes. The slopes produce wonderful shiraz reds and viognier whites, and occasionally a
mixture of the two. The Greeks introduced the shiraz grape 2,500 years ago, and Romans a little
later brought the viognier grape, both big on the Australian scene.
The slopes might well be roasted in summer, but our companion here and for the next few days is
the dreaded mistral. The mistral is a cold dry wind that is caused by high and low pressure fronts
between the Bay of Biscay and the Alps. Funnelled by the hills on either side of the Rhone valley it
howls southwards to Marseille; it may last for one to ten days and can blow up to hurricane force.
The good news is that it clears the skies, giving southern France the cloudless skies and brilliant light
that attracts so many artists. Worse, is the mistral noir, which brings clouds and rain.
I had noticed from Burgundy southwards that the grape vines
are stumpy little things, either goblet shaped or a single branch
trailing along wires, very different from our lush shoulder high
vines, and surely back-breaking to pick. The answer to why they
train the vines like that is the mistral. If the vines were higher,
the grapes would be mashed to a pulp. Even big trees grow with
a southerly slant.
Tournon is the gateway to the popular Ardeche region with its famous Canyon, but it is interesting in
itself. More than interesting. On the left bank opposite Tournon is the
town of Tain, famous for Tain l’Hermitage a high quality dense shiraz,
harvested from the terraced grapes rising high up the hill, and for the
Valrhona chocolate factory. We were offered tours to each, I chose
the wine tasting and tour of the castle, Catherine chose the
chocolates.
Tournon castle has existed since the 10th century and has been successively built on since. It has a
museum of local history, focusing on navigation on the Rhone, which has been used for transport for
more than 2,000 years. The Rhone flows swiftly downstream, getting upstream has been the
problem. The Romans used teams of horses and slaves to haul the boats, a
mode that continued up to the 19th century when steam took over: it took
two days from Lyon to Marseille, 47 days from Marseille to Lyon.
The castle offers terrific views over the town and hillside. The castle was
the birthplace of a cardinal, Francois Tournon who had some contemporary
fame, and Helene de Tournon, who suicided at the age of 18. A sad but
common story you might think: she fell in love with a young nobleman who
at first responded, then ignored her and went away to another town.
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Helene was devastated and sought him out in his new home to be told it was too late, he was
married. She went into a deep depression. He on hearing this was stricken with guilt, as he hadn’t
married after all because he really loved Helene. He went to find her,
only to discover she had drowned herself the previous day. What makes
this story unusual is that Shakespeare on hearing the story renamed
Helene de Tournon Ophelia.
The museum pays homage to Tournonian Marc Seguin, who was a very
inventive bloke. He replaced the worn out chain suspension bridge across
the Rhone from Tournon to Tain with a cable suspension bridge, which was much faster to build and
much cheaper. Seguin also invented the multiple pipe boiler for locomotives with a more efficient
grate so they got up steam much faster than before.
To the tasting room at the castle for that wine tasting. We sit at a long table to be addressed by a
local winemaker who tells us what the Cote-Rotie was all about,
with examples of wine matched with a local goat’s cheese and a
pate. First, a St Joseph Hermitage from the Tournon side of the
Rhone, a wine to save for Christmas so rich and smooth: this wine
he said smells like an autumn afternoon with earth and smoky
leaves, ‘the blood of the earth’. And all for €20. We didn’t sample
a classic Tain-Hermitage from the other side of the Rhone but a
Croze Hermitage, which was lighter, pleasant and only €13 (but very much more in Australia). Then a
white Croze-Hermitage made of viognier and rousanne grapes, smooth apricots. I bought a bottle of
St Joseph and we drank it in a Hong Kong French restaurant, and I have to say I was disappointed.
Smooth and rich, but it didn’t taste as good as it did with all the local hype: it may be that wines like
food taste best on their own soil. Or maybe it’s the old thing: don’t do the same thing twice. If it’s
good the first time, you’ll be disappointed the second time. That applies to a lot of things.
Now for Catherine’s experience of chocolate tasting. Valrhona supplied tasting notes: 1.
Concentrate carefully on the polish, the shine, and
especially the colour. Colours can range from milky
beiges, to pure mahoganies, to deep dark browns,
revealing the varieties of cocoa beans used. 2. Smell the
chocolate, breathe deeply and fill your mind and body
with its aromas. 3. Listen when you break a square into
fragments between your fingers (we don’t listen to wine
though: maybe we should). 4. Let a quarter of a square
melt on the tongue to taste the initial flavours, aromas
and consistency, gently rub the tongue against the palate to release to warm the chocolate to
release its flavours and aromas. Close your eyes, breathe gently through the nose, inhale to fully
experience the diversity and the complexity of the flowery, fruity or spicy, etc., notes. Breath out
and concentrate on your tongue, to feel, to savour the different flavours, then concentrate on your
nose, and discover the aromas that unleash themselves one after the other. The aromas that are
unveiled in the middle of the tasting experience are known as body aromas. Do not use your
deodorant when chocolate tasting. Actually Catherine wasn’t all that impressed. Valrhona
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specialised in funny flavoured chocolate: here is a sample, not so sure about alpaco flavoured
chocolate. This does not include their curry chocolate, which is not very nice actually.
After a morning of wine and chocolate tasting, in the afternoon we
take a train ride in the clear mountain air on a steam train that first
opened in 1891, now a tourist attraction. The metre gauge line
runs 33 km from Tournon to Lamastre, past bridges, aqueducts and
beside a dramatic canyon to Lamastre. The locomotive is unhooked
shunted onto a one manpower turntable and rehooks up tio takes
us back to Tournon. Railway buffs will be interested to know that
the carriages are towed by a Mallet locomotive, with one fixed
engine under the rear of the locomotive and a radially swinging engine unit in front, designed to
negotiate tight curves.
The Ardeche region is famous for its chestnuts, as a vegetable, a cream paste or a chestnut liqueur,
which is recommended as a kir when mixed with white wine.
Actually cassis, a blackcurrant liqueur is better, which when mixed
with champagne is kir royale.
Later that afternoon Scenic gives us a party on an open terrace of
the castle, but the mistral put paid to that. It was windy, very
windy; and cold, very cold. Temperature about 11 degrees, but
the wind chill would have brought than down to near zero. My cap
flew away with the birds in that chill wind, and we returned shivering to the boat.
Viviers
Viviers is probably the best preserved medieval town in France, mostly 14th
century, and UN Heritage listed. It houses only 4,000 people now, but in Roman
times it was central to the region. An avenue of those plane trees mutilated by
royal order takes us to a large village square, with a flat massive
rock at one end, which is where the Romans had a fort that
dominated the town. Dug into the rock at the rear is the smallest
cathedral in France but you can’t see that from the square.
The sun was out but the cold Mistral kept us in deep freeze. Our
guide takes us up gently sloping narrow streets, past wonderful
old buildings and a small central square with a bust of Marianne, the woman
symbolising the new France of liberté, fraternité and egalité (but shouldn’t
that then be sororité?) and made famous in the painting by Delacroix. Steadily
climbing up through the streets, under a watchful pair of eyes: we reach St
Vincent’s cathedral dating from the 11th century, rooted in the rock and with a striking clock tower.
There we are treated to an organ recital by a very charming organist of mostly French organ music
with his version of Amazing Grace as an encore.
Outside the Cathedral we stand on the large flat rock on which the Romans had camped to get great
views of the town, apart from the Lafarge cement works defacing the distant hills.
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In the afternoon we take a bus through the famously dramatic Ardeche Canyon, which I was looking
forward to, as we had driven past the similar Verdon Canyon some time ago. But there is no time to
stop and take photographs except through the bus
window. Googled a couple. We get a glimpse of the
Pont d’Arc a natural bridge carved out over millennia.
This trip was not admire nature but the 36,000 year
old cave paintings at Chauvet, which are twice as old
as those better known ones at Lascaux. The Chauvet
caves were found in the 1990s by a team of cavers.
They were attracted by a cave, and felt cold wind, indicating that here was something worth
investigating. There certainly was: cave drawings of great skill of a variety of animals, horses, bears,
aurochs, hyenas and even rhinoceros. They immediately had the caves protected and their real
location kept secret for fear of looters and natural damage. The caves are especially important as
they predate the well-known Lascaux caves by another 17 thousand years, making them early
Palaeolithic, created by the Aurignacian people. To
allow the world to see these important treasures the
government rustled up €55million to rebuild an exact
replica of most of the original caves, mainly out of
polyester. The caves were also inhabited by bears that
disliked the paintings as many have bear claw scratches
across them. Their keen sense of smell no doubt made them resent the intruders who did that.
Chateauneuf-du-Pape
We sail down the Rhone to dock at Chateauneuf-du-Pape. Now we are well and truly in Provence a
region of France that extends south and east from Viviers. You probably know
the background to the story of the new castle of the Pope. In the 14th century
Rome was in uproar and fearing that the Pope was in danger the Church set
up a new Holy See at Avignon, which lasted for seventy years, during which
time seven popes ruled from Avignon. The papal palace and associated
courtrooms, cathedral and chapels are a splendid monument and a major
tourist destination. On a stony hill a few kilometres out of Avignon are the
ruins of an old chateau that belonged to the popes as a country retreat. There
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are some wonderful views as here. Clement V, first of the Avignon popes, had a taste for a good
drop, his successor John XXII even more so. John encouraged a sophisticated approach to viticulture
yielding a powerful red wine, that became known as le Vin-du-Pape: the Pope’s wine. In time, the
area became Chateauneuf-du-Pape.
The wine now is composed of up to 13 grape varieties of which three must be grenache shiraz, and
mouvedre (we call it GSM, a tad more expensive than our standard shirazes), and sometimes
including a white variety in the mix. We visit the Barville winery run by M. Brotte, who
treats us to the rare white of the district, a red in a twisted bottle with built in dust to
make it look old, and a better red in a straight bottle, available for €20 a bottle; in Paris
you’d pay that for run of the mill stuff. The other thing about CNP wines is that they are
imitated and to be genuine it must have this stamp on the bottle.
Here is the reason why CNP is so special apart from the fruit salad in
its making: stones. Through a geological event, the whole area is
covered with these blobs of granite. The village of CNP is hot in
summer but with cool nights: these stones heat up during the day
and during the night release their batteried heat caringly into the
roots of the vines so they get a double ripening. The result is rich
ripe juice that gives the wines their strength and flavour.
On the main street of the village a sign invites degustation. We had visited this
very same place over 20 years previously, a story I have previously told but let
me tell it again. I was interested in degustating the rarer white of the region. I
entered, and there it was, on the counter, at 100FF a bottle and upwards (ca
$25). I expressed interest in a tasting. Behind the counter was a trendy looking
guy with expensive jewelled neck pendant dangling over his hairy chest. He
asked: ‘How many do you want buy? ’‘Well, we’re travelling and have a
weight problem on the plane. Maybe a bottle or two.’ He looked at me coldly.
‘Do you think we do this for a joke?’
I retell that story to our guide who looks suitably disgusted at her arrogant
compatriot. We walk the pleasant streets of the village of CNP. Shops on the
way, showing that grapes are not the only thing grown in CNF – tomatoes at €4
or about $7 a kilo, not very cheap – artist’s studio, a church of course on the
highest part of the hill, and back to the village square, bars restaurants, this one
called La Mule du Pape. I’ll finish with that story, also known as The Mule of
Avignon, popularised by Alphonse Daudet.
Avignon in the time of the Popes was a happy city. The streets were too narrow for music
and dancing so they danced instead on their famous bridge, hence the song Sur le pont
d’Avignon, l’on y danse. Actually it was originally sous le pont, as the dancing took place on
the street under the bridge not on it.
Every Sunday, after vespers, Pope Boniface rode his much loved mule to his vineyard to
drink a bottle of his wine, later called Chateau Neuf du Papes. One day, when his Holiness
was riding on his mule a scoundrel called Tistet approached: 'Ah! mon Dieu! what a fine
mule you have.’ He patted her and spoke softly to her. The Pope was so impressed he
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appointed Tistet to look after his mule. Then the mule’s martyrdom began. Tistet brought its
favourite wine, let her inhale it, and when her nostrils were full of it, it went down the throat
of Tistet. He pulled her ears, her tail, mounted her back. When she felt Tistet behind her, her
hoofs fairly itched but she restrained herself as the mule of a good Pope should.
On day Tistet made the mule walk up the stairs to the very top of the belfry, and left her a
hundred feet above the square in Avignon. All the windows in the palace shook with her
braying. The Pope was horrified and ordered she be brought down. They lowered her in a
blanket her legs sticking up in the air. She was thinking of Tistet: ‘Ah! You villain, if I escape,
what a kick you’ll get tomorrow morning! "
But in the morning Tistet was on his way to the Court of Naples and was away for seven
years. When he returned he asked the Pope if he could see the mule. ‘Of course’ said the
kind-hearted Pope, ‘as you are so fond her.’
When Tistet patted her in a friendly way the mule thought ‘for seven years I have been
keeping this for you!’ And she kicked his so hard all that was let of Testit was an eddying
cloud of smoke in which fluttered an ibis feather.
Hence the Provencale saying: 'Look out for that man! He is like the Pope's mule, he too keeps his
kick for seven years.’ Kevin Rudd was not a pope’s mule: he kicked too
soon. But Tony Abbott will be a different matter I suspect.
From Avignon’s mule we go to Avignon itself, a short distance down
the Rhone. A couple of fine buildings sail past then Avignon hoves into
sight, the massive castle walls, the Pope’s palace and the golden Virgin
Mary keeping a sharp watch on the town.
Avignon becomes our base for a few days. First to Gordes.
Gordes
In Provence years ago we were struck by the village of Gordes,
sitting on the very top of a high cliff. The choice came up to either
visit Gordes or the Pont du Gard. We decided on Gordes, a town
with a long history. Here is the town, the church on the very top
and some surrounding countryside, which contains one-room
drystone huts called bories. Bories are all over France but Gordes is
unique in having a whole village of them.
Gordes has been settled since Roman times and rebuilt in medieval times as a fortress. During WW2
Gordes was a centre for the French Resistance. In 21 August 1944 they attacked a German patrol.
Thereupon the Germans forced the inhabitants to enter their homes, shooting those who were late
or that were not cooperating, and started to shoot from the rock on the other side with a canon and
destroyed a dozen houses. More than twenty were destroyed.
Gordes has now been rebuilt but under strict regulations: all new buildings are made of stone and
use terracotta roof tiles. No fences are allowed, only stone walls, with these upright stones to
prevent goats walking along the top. All electrical and telephone cables
have been put underground, except for some locations on the border of
the commune not made already.
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We walk up a steep path to the village and let us look around: the massive medieval fortress, the
church and surrounding buildings, and the edge of the town looking towards the hills.
Sorgues
We finish with Gordes in sufficient time to visit Isle-de-Sorgues, a
pleasant town in the Vaucluse department.
The river Sorgues surrounds the town and
has eight waterwheels that need an annual
clean up at €1,000 a time. We walk
through
and
around
the
town,
photographing wellies made into dogs, the pleasantly algied-up
river and one of the many restaurants that are the town’s
lifeblood.
Pont du Gard
Pleasant as though Gordes and Sorgues are, we should have chosen to visit the Pont du Gard. The
bridge is part of the Nîmes aqueduct, a 50-kilometer system built in the first century AD to carry
water from a spring at Uzès to the Roman colony of Nemausus (Nîmes). Because of the uneven
terrain between the two points, the mostly underground aqueduct followed a long, winding route
that called for a bridge across the gorge of the Gardon River. The Pont du Gard is the highest of all
elevated Roman aqueducts, and one of the best preserved. It was added to UNESCO's list of World
Heritage Sites in 1985 because of its historical importance.
The bridge has three tiers of arches, standing 48.8m high. The whole aqueduct descends in height by
only 17m over its entire length, while the bridge descends by a
gradient of only 1 in 3,000, incredible precision. The aqueduct
formerly carried an estimated 200,000 m3 of water a day to the
fountains, baths and homes of the citizens of Nîmes. It continued to
be used until the 6th century, with some parts used for significantly
longer, but lack of maintenance after the 4th century meant that it
became increasingly clogged by mineral deposits and debris. It then became a toll bridge, local lords
and bishops maintaining it in exchange for tolls from travellers using the bridge. It was renovated
and strengthened throughout the 19th century.
Nearby is the town of Uzes, another well preserved historic town. Famous especially for its Ducal
Palace and Cathedral with its Tour Fenestrelle, which strongly resembles the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
Aigues Mortes
We bus from Avignon to Aigues-Mortes (or Dead Waters) in the Camargue. The name comes from
the fact that it was first seriously settled in 1240, when the delta of the Rhone was a marsh. Louis IX
(later St Louis) made it the foremost French port in the Mediterranean, later supplanted by
Marseilles. It needed those thick walls for fortification. It was also a starting point for the Crusades.
Canals were built that drained the land and the Constance Tower and ramparts were built. The
Tower was then by the seaside and was used as a watch tower and lighthouse, now it is 6 km from
the sea. In 1598 Henri IV promulgated the edict of Nantes which recognised protestantism in France
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but Louis IV revoked that in 1685, whereupon the Constance Tower became
a prison for Huguenots. Today Aigues-Mortes is recognised as the second
best preserved medieval town in France after Cavaillon.
We walk up the main street past an outdoor restaurant, another reminder
of Aigue’s violent past, and shops and bars, at one of which I sampled the
local red. The Carmargue’s main drop of wine is called ‘sand wine’ not
because of the taste, which is excellent as I can verify, but because the vines
are grown in sand. Anyway it was good value at €2.50 a glass.
On the way to the Constance Tower we pass a monument to the French Huguenots many of whom
escaped by boat but others did not and were imprisoned in the Tower. To hold them they had to
lower the ceiling which they did from the outside in, the wooden slats were
nearly meeting and they needed an odd T-shape: get it wrong and the whole
lot would collapse. They got it right as we see. We walk along the ramparts,
and look at views within and without the walls. There is a salt factory, Aigue’s
major industry, processing gourmet salt from the pinkish lake. Our guide said
it was the best in the world, but I think Murray River pink salt might take that
honour. And here is a pink flamingo in the lake. It is pink, our guide says,
because the prawns it eats are pink so the flamingo itself turns pink. I
suggested to the guide that if we eat flamingos presumably we’ll turn pink too. The guide said she
would add that consequence to her text in future.
On the bus back we see some splendid white Camargue horses and some Camargue bulls. Yes France
is a bullfighting country, but the aim in Camargue bullfighting is to
place a rosette between the horns of the bull so that it lives to fight
another day, whereas the bullfighter may not. Years ago we visited a
farm in Camargue where the style was Spanish but the ethics French:
the bull’s horns were padded. In Spanish bullfighting the bull suffers a
lingering death. Unfortunately we saw a poster in Arles suggesting the
sadists can have their fun in Arles too.
Arles
Indeed Arles has a long history of sadism: today killing bulls, yesterday killing men. Dominating Arles
is the almost perfectly preserved Roman amphitheatre. We walk
through the streets and there it is. Groups of school children are
being lectured on early goings-on there, a teacher dressed as a
disposable slave ready to be slaughtered. The gladiators themselves
however were like race horses, expensive and to be preserved as long
as they were acceptable to the crowds. Animals and lightly armed
prisoners and suchlike were the gladiators’ combatants.
Outside is a nice old man singing along with his barrel organ, which rather lifts the atmosphere. We
then pass by a Roman theatre relic and down attractive streets to the Place de la Republique with
the Town Hall, the large Cathedral of St Trophime behind a small façade, and another one of those
monuments to Napoleon and a bicycled flic on the prowl. Van Gogh
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lived in Arles for some years, the courtyard, Espace de van Gogh, dedicated to him. Another pleasant
square, La Place du Forum, with a statue of Frederic Mistral (the name is a coincidence) who aimed
to make Provence an independent country, reviving its own language of Provençale, which is a
dialect of Occitan.
From there past roman baths, with an essential accessory, to the mighty Rhone. At this point it was
once spanned by a large bridge but after Allies had dealt with it in WW2 only the lion-capped
columns at either end remain.
Avignon
Now let us return to Avignon, which is the last stop in our journey. Starting from its splendid
waterfront we pass by the ubiquitous Marianne, through the
massive walls through the main square, a man selling remote
control toys, a demonstration against nuclear power at the Town
Hall, a theatre specialising in classic French dramatists and that
familiar French sight, a carousel. Up a narrow street and then we
are at the square outside the bulky Popes’ Palace. During the 14th
century each Pope tried to outdo his predecessor by adding
another wing, a chapel, a massive staircase, hence the ungainly
shape of the palace and its internal windings.
We first enter into a large courtyard, the Pope’s window which the pope
used to bless his flock crowding below. Here is his view, which appears to be
focusing on the massive golden stature of
the Virgin Mary but it couldn’t because the
statue is a 19th century creation. We pass
by the surprisingly modest pope’s throne,
through the chapel and other rooms to the
Grand Tinel, the setting for papal banquets,
where 5 courses of 4 dishes per course were
served. The papal table stood on a raised dais, but the pope dined
alone seated on a throne under a canopy. Guests were seated on
benches along the walls, and the food was served from the centre
of the room. Not only popes had banquets there we did too but we only got 3 courses and only two
bottles of wine per table of 8 (fortunately the seven others at my table were very light drinkers).
During the French Revolution the Palace was used as a prison and later as a barracks.
The cathedral of Notre Dame was built in the 11th century in Romanesque style, with later 15th
century additions and the 19th statuary in front. You will have noticed that nothing was done during
the popes’ stay; they were more concerned with their papal palace than with cathedral. We take
some inside shots including a nice organ. The courtyard is below.
A hill rises behind the cathedral where we get great views across Provence and then the view of the
famous bridge, Pont St Benezet. In the 1177, a shepherd
called Benezet had a heavenly vision to build a bridge
between Avignon and Villeneuve-les-Avignion comprising 22
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arches that spanned the two parts of the Rhone including the Ile de la Barthelasse. This was
destroyed in 1226 by an invading army. It was destroyed and rebuilt many times due to severe
flooding of the Rhone, so bad in 1669 only 4 arches were left as is so today. Entering the bridge from
the town Wall, we come to the St Nicholas chapel built on the 12/13th century with a belfry on top
and another chapel at the next arch and so to the fourth and final arch.
We had missed what the TV advertisements for Scenic emphasise, sitting out in the sun, sipping
champagne and watching the countryside slip past. So after leaving Avignon Sapphire cruised up and
down the river for a few hours, mostly to Arles and back a couple of times, before landing us at
Tarascon where we boarded a bus that took us south east to Nice, and its surprisingly scruffy
airport, which was not improved by a group of three police armed with machine guns strolling
around.
So we’ll say goodbye to France, with the Tricolour against the le Pont d’Avignon

